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Concrete Slats For Slotted Hog Floors 
Ralph L. Ricketts , Department of Agricultural Engineering 
College of Agriculture 
Slotted floors are formed by spacing supports at various 
distances apart to form slots . These supports may be called 
rails , beams, or slats , and may be made of wood, steel , or 
concrete . Many different types of forms for making concrete 
slats have been tried. Materials such as wood, steel and even 
concrete have been used for the forms . Steel has proven 
superior to other materials. Most hog producers do not have 
the facilities to make the forms necessary to shape steel 
sheet into forms . Therefore arrangements have been made 
for the forms to be manufactured and sold at a nominal cost. 
Concrete for slats should be made with not more than 6 
gallons of total mixing water per sack of cement. This 
includes the water in the sand. Concrete of this quality 
requires a minimum of 6 bags of cement per cubic yard. 
Maximum size aggregate should be ¾ inch . Slats should be 
cured for at least five days. Form removal depends on 
temperature , but in no case should be less than 24 hours with 
average summertime temperatures, using normal portland 
cement. Reinforcing bars should be placed ¾ inch from the 
top and¾ inch from the bottom. Use one ¾ -inch bar at the 
top and one ½-inch bar at the bottom for 8-foot lengths-one 
%-inch bar for 10-foot length . For 8-foot long slats , cut bars 7 
feet 11 ½ inches long . 
One cubic foot of concrete is required for each slat. One 
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¾ -inch x 20-foot and one ½-inch x 20-foot bar will reinforce 
two and one-third slats. One slat will therefore require about 
nine pounds of reinforcing steel. 
Slats are cast in gangs . They may be cast on any level 
floor. However, a 4-foot by 8-foot sheet of exterior grade ¾ 
inch thick plywood supported about 2 feet above the ground 
makes it easier to secure forms, to place the concrete and 
steel , and to remove forms and slats. Forms may be set to 
cast slats either up-side-down or right-side-up. The surface 
finishing is eliminated since the plywood form makes a 
satisfactory finish . If cast right-side-up , use wood or mag-
nesium float for finishing . Care should be used not to 
over-finish the surface because this will result in poor 
durability of concrete. Forms should be oiled thoroughly 
before each use , but remove excess oil before placing 
concrete. Care should be used to place reinforcing bars . 
Clean forms as soon as they are removed . 
Figure 2 shows size and location of reinforcing bars . The 
lower bar gives the slat strength for an 8-foot span . The 
smaller upper bar is installed for handling the slat. Accurate 
placement of these bars is important. 
Figure 3 shows forms in place to pour rails bottom-side-
up . Bottom surface of rail as poured will be widest part and it 
will be turned over when set in place to make slotted floor. 
The wooden form at the end is I¾ inches thick and a full 4 
inches wide and acts as a spacer as well as an end form. 
When this position of forms is used for pouring, the 
½-inch bar is spaced ¾ inch from the narrow part of the 
concrete slat as poured so that when the slat is turned over 
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and placed in the floor , the bar will be in the bottom where 
the greater strength is required . 
When the slats are poured bottom-side-up, there will be a 
slight upper pressure on the forms causing a flotation effect 
and therefore the forms will have to be anchored. 
Figure 4 shows details of the finished concrete slat. Note 
that there is a built in self spacing device at the end. As 
constructed, the spacing will be ¾ inch. Greater spacing than 
this can be easily secured by placing shims between the ends 
of the slats when they are put in place. 
Figure 5 gives suggestions for support of concrete slats. 
The 2½-inches wide ledge can be made by inserting one 2 by 4 
and one I by 4 inch forms when flood and/or wall is poured. 
These lumber members must be full 4 inches wide because 
slats are that deep. 
The two 2 by S's when bolted to posts spaced 8 feet apart 
and provided with the I inch ledge will support slats and 
normal loading of floor with hogs. All lumber subjected to 
manure and moisture should be penta or creosote treated. 
The floor arrangement would be that used for an 8-foot 
wide slotted floor along one side of the building and the 
remainder of the floor concrete. 
The author is grateful to Fred Venrick , Columbia, Mo., 
Portland Cement Association, for information, assistance, 
and advice in preparation of this Guide. 
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